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Abstract

The popularity of multimodal dialogue has
stimulated the need for a new generation of
dialogue agents with multimodal interactivity.
When users communicate with customer ser-
vice, they may express their requirements by
means of text, images, or even videos. Visual
information usually acts as discriminators for
product models, or indicators of product fail-
ures, which play an important role in the E-
commerce scenario. On the other hand, de-
tailed information provided by the images is
limited, and typically, customer service sys-
tems cannot understand the intent of users with-
out the input text. Thus, bridging the gap be-
tween the image and text is crucial for com-
municating with customers. In this paper, we
construct JDDC 2.1, a large-scale multimodal
multi-turn dialogue dataset collected from a
mainstream Chinese E-commerce platform1,
containing about 246K dialogue sessions, 3M
utterances, and 507K images, along with prod-
uct knowledge bases and image category anno-
tations. Over our dataset, we jointly define four
tasks: the multimodal dialogue response gener-
ation task, the multimodal query rewriting task,
the multimodal dialogue discourse parsing task,
and the multimodal dialogue summarization
task. JDDC 2.1 is the first corpus with anno-
tations for all the above tasks over the same
dialogue sessions, which facilitates the com-
prehensive research around the dialogue. In
addition, we present several text-only and mul-
timodal baselines and show the importance of
visual information for these tasks. Our dataset
and implements will be publicly available.

1 Introduction

With the development of the Internet, multimodal
dialogue has become much more natural and preva-
lent in many scenarios, such as e-commerce, restau-
rant, travel, and so on, which stimulates research

∗Equal contribution.
1https://JD.com

on dialogue agents with multimodal perceptions,
understanding the interaction between vision and
language. Take the scene of e-commerce as an
example, when users resort to customer service
for solving the difficulties they encounter in the
process of online shopping, there could be various
forms of information, including text, images, or
even videos, which establishes a great challenge
for customer service systems to understand users’
requirements. Generally, users tend to express their
needs with text. While sometimes, the text fails to
convey enough information, and in that case, users
may upload some images. For example, in Fig-
ure 1, images are used for distinguishing different
product models for the same brand or used for iden-
tifying the location and cause of product failures.
Therefore, there is an urgent need for customer ser-
vice systems to understand multimodal information
sent by users to provide proper responses.

Multimodal information processing has been
widely explored recently. Researches on image
captioning (Xu et al., 2015; Anderson et al., 2018;
Pan et al., 2020), visual question answering (Antol
et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2016; Lu et al., 2016), mul-
timodal machine translation (Calixto et al., 2017;
Caglayan et al., 2017; Helcl et al., 2018), multi-
modal summarization (Li et al., 2017, 2018a; Zhu
et al., 2018; Li et al., 2018b, 2020a,b; Zhu et al.,
2020a), and visual or multimodal dialogue (Das
et al., 2017a,b; Murahari et al., 2020; Kottur et al.,
2021) have made remarkable progress. However,
most of the existing researches on multimodal di-
alogue are based on independent single-turn ques-
tion answering or simulated dialogue flows, and the
application of multimodal multi-turn dialogue in
real E-commerce scenarios remains to be studied.
In this paper, we build a large-scale multimodal
dialogue dataset in E-commerce that aims to boost
the research on multimodal dialogue.

Early work (Ritter et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2013;
Sordoni et al., 2015; Lowe et al., 2015; Li et al.,
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Query 1: 我插上20分钟了，锅不热啊。(I have plugged it 
in for 20 minutes, the pot is not hot.)

Response 1: 调节大档了吗？灯亮吗？(Have you adjusted the 
big gear? Is the light on?)

Query 2:

Response 2: 插头没有插进去哦。(The plug is not inserted)

Query 1: 电热饭盒怎样使用啊？(How to use the electric 
lunch box?)有操作视频吗？ (Is there an operation 
video?)

Response 1: 这个没有的呀。(There is no such thing.)

Query 2:

Response 2: 夹层需要放上。(The mezzanine needs to be placed.)

蛋羹放这上面？
(Put custard on this?)

Rewritten
Query:

蒸蛋羹的锅放在塑料笼屉上面吗? (Is the steamed 
egg custard pot on top of the plastic cage?)

Multimodal dialogue response generation task

Multimodal query rewriting task

Query 1: 刚收到的，怎么有点脏，而且有点脱线？(I just 
received it. Why is it a little dirty and unravelling? )

Response 1: 确实非常抱歉哦，为您申请15元的现
金补偿，您看可以吗？。 (I’m really 
sorry. I’ll apply for a cash compensation 
of 15 yuan for you. It that OK?)

Summary: 用户表示商品刚收到有点瑕疵，客服表示可以
申请15块补偿。(The user said that the product 
has some defects, and the customer service said 
that he could apply for a compensation of 15 yuan.)

Query 1: 亲能在上面热奶瓶吗？
(Can it heat the bottle?) 

Multimodal dialogue summarization task

Multimodal dialogue discourse parsing task

杯子底部需要平哦。(The 
bottom of bottle must be flat.) 

底部不平就不可以呢。(It
cannot be heated if bottom is 
uneven.) 

亲就是这样的奶瓶。(That's 
the bottle.) 

Response 1:

Query 3:

Response 2:

Query 2:

Answer :
Affirmative 

Contingency:
Coordinate

Contingency:
Elaboration

Contingency: 
Evaluation

Figure 1: Four segments of dialogue sampled from our JDDC 2.1 corpus, corresponding to four tasks we define
over the dataset. For each task, the output is marked in red. We show the second-level and third-level discourse
relations for the dialogue discourse parsing task. Note that these samples are truncated for demonstration purposes.

2016b; Mazaré et al., 2018) construct dialogue cor-
pus with discussion records on the social media,
such as Twitter, Sina Weibo, and Reddit. Although
the discussions on social media consist of multi-
ple turns, they are quite different from real dia-
logues due to the lack of an explicit goal in the
conversation (Budzianowski et al., 2018). To mit-
igate this problem, researches (Zhou et al., 2018;
Budzianowski et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018; Di-
nan et al., 2019; Quan et al., 2020) build the dia-
logue datasets through crowd-sourcing by asking
annotators to talk to each other according to given
dialogue objectives. While in the real world, topic
switches across multi-domain and emotional in-
teractions are more abundant, and thus, dialogue
datasets in real scenarios are valuable for research.
The JDDC corpus (Chen et al., 2020) is a dialogue
dataset consisting of conversations about after-sales
topics in E-commerce scenarios, which is goal-
driven and with long-term dependency on the con-
text. In addition, JDDC contains task-oriented,
chitchat, and question-answering dialogues.

With the widespread use of smartphones, tak-
ing screenshots and photos has been very conve-
nient, and users often describe their issues by a

combination of text and image when they commu-
nicate with customer service, which motivates us
to explore multimodal dialogue tasks. Before this
work, we construct the JDDC 2.0 corpus (Zhao
et al., 2021) that is composed of multimodal dia-
logues where each dialogue session contains multi-
ple pieces of text and at least one image, containing
about 246 thousand dialogue sessions, 3 million
utterances, and 507 thousand images, along with
product knowledge bases and image category anno-
tations. In this paper, on the foundation of JDDC
2.0 (Zhao et al., 2021), we build the JDDC 2.1 cor-
pus. Over this dataset, we define four tasks, shown
in Figure 1, including (1) a multimodal dialogue
response generation task that predicts the current
response given historical conversation records, (2)
a multimodal query rewriting task that transforms
multimodal queries into texts, aiming to reduce the
difficulty of understanding multimodal utterances,
(3) a multimodal dialogue discourse parsing task
that converts a dialogue session into a discourse
tree, aiming to analyze the discourse structure for
dialogue sessions, and (4) a multimodal dialogue
summarization task that generates a summary for
a dialogue session, aiming to mine key informa-
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tion among utterances. Note that the annotation of
query rewriting, discourse parsing, and dialogue
summarization is conducted with the same dialogue
sessions, making it possible to explore the relation-
ship between these tasks. So far as we know, JDDC
2.1 is the first dataset with comprehensive annota-
tions for all these above dialogue-related tasks. For
all the tasks, we conduct experiments with text-only
and multimodal baselines and verify the necessity
of visual information for these tasks.

2 Related Work

Visual Dialogue dataset (VisDial) (Das et al.,
2017a) first introduces visual contents into dia-
logues, in which the utterances are a group of ques-
tions and answers towards the corresponding image.
This dataset focuses on understanding the given im-
ages. Mostafazadeh et al. (2017) observes that, in
social media, information for conversations around
images is beyond what is visible in the image. They
propose a new task called image-grounded conver-
sation (IGC) that aims to constitute conversations
with the images as the grounding, where the ob-
jects in images may not be mentioned in the con-
versation. In other words, images in IGC act as
conversation topics. Similar to IGC, Image-Chat
dataset (Shuster et al., 2020) is also an image-
grounded dialogue dataset, where the dialogue is
performed based on a given emotional mood or
style, which are key factors in engagingness (Guo
et al., 2019).

Multimodal dialogue is the focus of this paper,
which is different from the visual dialogue. We
summarize the characteristics of multimodal dia-
logue as follows. (1) There may be more than one
image for a multimodal dialogue session. (2) The
images can be updated with the advance of dia-
logue. (3) The questions and answers can be either
multimodal or monomodal. (4) Knowledge bases
may be useful for multimodal dialogue. (5) Multi-
modal dialogue models sometimes need to clarify
users’ requirements with some dialogue strategies
like rhetorical questions.

As dialogue systems are widely deployed in the
E-commerce domain, and nowadays, many online
customer service robots have been put into use to
provide 24-hour services to help customers solve
various problems in the process of online shop-
ping. There have been existing multimodal dia-
logue datasets in the E-commerce domain. Saha
et al. (2018) build the Multimodal Dialogs dataset

(MMD) that consists of over 150K dialogue ses-
sions between shoppers and sales agents, with 84
dialog states and various conversation flows sug-
gested by fashion retail experts. The dialogue scene
in MMD is limited for the pre-sales guidance, while
other scenes, such as payment, logistics, and after-
sales maintenance, are not covered. The dataset
of SIMMC 2.0 (Kottur et al., 2021) contains 11K
dialogue sessions between customers and virtual
assistants for situated and photo-realistic VR ap-
plications. Similar to MMD, the target scene for
SIMMC 2.0 is the pre-sales guidance. In fact,
changes in scenes are quite frequent. For exam-
ple, a dialogue system usually needs to solve cus-
tomers’ problems ranging from product selection,
and payment, to logistics and distribution in a di-
alogue session. Thus, in this paper, we collect
the JDDC 2.1 dataset that covers almost the com-
plete process in E-commerce. In addition, to our
knowledge, JDDC 2.1 is the first dataset with joint
annotations of multimodal dialogue response gener-
ation, multimodal query rewriting, multimodal dia-
logue discourse parsing, and multimodal dialogue
summarization tasks. Table 1 shows the detailed
comparison of JDDC 2.1 with other existing visual
and multimodal dialogue datasets.

3 The JDDC 2.1 Corpus

3.1 Data Collection

We collect our dataset from JD.com, a large E-
commerce platform in China. We select the con-
versations between users and customer service for
two categories of products with large sales volume,
including small home appliances and fashion, as
the source of our dataset. In real E-commerce sce-
narios, the type of dialogue is diversified, where
the customer service needs to answer the questions
posed by users passively and recommend products
to users actively. To ensure high quality in diver-
sity, in the process of data selection, we only select
conversations of customer service staff with gold
medals, who tend to answer the questions more
accurately and recommend products more suitably
than the general staff. In addition, according to
our observations, dialogue behaviors for customer
service staff with gold medals are richer and more
natural than general ones, and thus we select the
dialogue sessions of these staff. We collect conver-
sation logs for one month and finally maintain the
conversations containing at least one image as our
dataset.
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Dataset Language # Dialogues # Average Utterances # Images Additonal Tasks
Query Rewrite Discourse Summary

VisDial English 120,000 20.0 120,000 ✗ ✗ ✗
IGC English 4,222 6.0 4,222 ✗ ✗ ✗
Image-Chat English 201,779 2.0 201,779 ✗ ✗ ✗
MMD English 150,629 40.0 385,969 ✗ ✗ ✗
SIMMC 2.0 English 11,244 10.4 1,566 ✗ ✗ ✗

JDDC 2.1 Chinese 246,153 14.1 507,678 ✓ ✓ ✓

Table 1: Comparison of JDDC 2.1 with other datasets. The first three datasets are for visual dialogue, and the latter
three are for multimodal dialogue.

All Training Set Validation Set Test Set
Home

appliances
Fashion

Home
appliances

Fashion
Home

appliances
Fashion

# Dialogues 246,153 103,555 93,371 12,941 11,674 12,935 11,674
# Utterances 3,459,888 1,481,151 1,284,819 185,879 162,630 185,197 160,217
# Avg. utterances per dialogue 14.06 14.30 13.76 14.36 13.93 14.32 13.72
# Images 507,678 210,386 195,549 26,218 24,696 26,031 24,888
# Avg. images per dialogue 2.06 2.03 2.09 2.03 2.11 2.01 2.13
Avg. conversation length 27.24 23.77 31.25 23.81 31.09 23.68 31.29

Table 2: Statistics of the JDDC 2.1 dataset.

3.2 Dataset Annotation

For the multimodal query rewriting, dialogue dis-
course parsing, and dialogue summarization tasks,
we select a group of the same dialogue sessions for
human annotation.

For the multimodal query rewriting task, we em-
ploy human annotators to transform the multimodal
query consisting of texts and images into a textual
query. Before rewriting, annotators first need to
judge whether the multimodal query can be recon-
structed from a text2. Then, for the queries that are
suitable for rewriting, annotators are instructed to
generate the written query with a simple text and
guarantee the written query can cover information
of the original multimodal query.

For the multimodal dialogue discourse pars-
ing task, following the STAC corpus (Asher
et al., 2016), we adopt the discourse structures of
SDRT (Cadilhac et al., 2013). For human annota-
tion, first, for simplicity, we regard each utterance
as the elementary discourse unit (EDUs). Second,
for a given EDU, we recognize a previous EDU
that the current EDU should be linked to. Last, we
classify the relation between the linked EDU pairs.
We define three-level discourse relation, and the
first level includes Question&Answer (QA), Imper-
ative, Promise, Communication, and Contingency.

2According to the annotation results, about 14.28% multi-
modal queries cannot be rewritten.

More details can be found in Appendix D.
For the multimodal dialogue summarization task,

human annotators are first asked to filter out the
trivial utterances, e.g., greeting, waiting, and self-
introduction. Then, they write a short summary
that covers the key information in the multimodal
dialogue session.

3.3 Annotation Quality Control

To ensure a satisfactory annotation quality of our
dataset, we apply group-by-group acceptance test-
ing. We take each 100 sessions as a testing group,
and for each group, we randomly sample 10% in-
stances for acceptance testing. If the acceptability
rate is lower than 90%, the corresponding group
needs to be re-annotated.

3.4 Dataset Statistics

Table 2 shows the statistics of JDDC 2.1 that con-
tains 246,153 dialogue sessions, 3,459,888 utter-
ances, and 507,678 images. The dataset is divided
into the training set, the validation set, and the test
set according to the ratio of 80%, 10%, and 10%.
The number of dialogues in the two categories is
roughly equal. More statistics are in Appendix A.

For the multimodal query rewriting, dialogue dis-
course parsing, and dialogue summarization task,
we annotate the same 2,000 sessions from JDDC
2.1, which results in around 10,000 “original mul-
timodal query, rewritten query” pairs, and 2,000
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“dialogue session, dialogue summary” pairs. The
average number of characters in the summary is
38.3. The statistics for the discourse parsing task
are shown in Table 3.

Total Train Valid Test

# Dialogues 2,000 1,800 100 100
# Turns 27,832 24,956 1,437 1,439
# EDUs 45,173 40,664 2,269 2,240
# Discourse Relations 43,173 38,864 2,169 2,140

Table 3: Statistics of the discourse parsing task.

Categories Sub-categories

Screenshot

Screenshot of product
Screenshot of product order
Screenshot of logistics order
Screenshot of after-sales service
order
Screenshot of text message
Screenshot of user comment
Screenshot of system or software
Screenshot in other scenes

Photo

Photo for purchasing consultation
Photo of product with damaged
appearance
Photo of products with malfunction
Photo of product with missing
items
Photo for product recommendation
and comparison
Photo for product installation
Photo of user screen shot

Table 4: Definition of image categories and sub-
categories.

3.4.1 Image Category
The images in JDDC 2.1 can be divided into
two categories: screenshots and real photos. Fur-
ther, we classify these two categories into 15 sub-
categories according to the characteristics of the
business scenarios involved in the entire shopping
process, which are shown in Table 4. More statisti-
cal results are shown in Appendix B.

3.4.2 Knowledge Base
In the E-commerce domain, whatever the scenes
of pre-sales purchasing consultation or after-sales
return of a product, the conversation always in-
volves at least one product. Thus, for the product
mentioned in the conversation, we provide the cor-
responding knowledge base (Zhu et al., 2020b; Xu
et al., 2021) that describes attribute information in
detail, which can be useful for improving the faith-
fulness of the generated text (Li et al., 2018c; Yuan
et al., 2020). The knowledge base contains 30,205
products, involving 231 product sub-categories,

and 759 types of product attributes. The total num-
ber of “product, attribute, value” triples is 219,121.
The overall statistics of the knowledge base are
shown in Appendix C.

3.5 Dataset Quality Testing

To examine how related the images are to the re-
sponses, we sample 200 sessions for manual an-
notation. As a result, we find that all images are
related to the responses to some degree. 74% of the
responses cannot be produced without the images
because images provide indispensable information.
For the remaining 26% of the sessions, customs
would explain the images with texts, and thus, the
images provide complementary information in that
case.

4 Task Definition

We specify the definition of four tasks, namely the
multimodal dialogue response generation task, the
multimodal query rewriting task, the multimodal di-
alogue discourse parsing task, and the multimodal
dialogue summarization task.

The task of multimodal dialogue response gener-
ation is defined as:

(H<n, Qn,K, V,→ Rn)

where H<n denotes the dialogue context before the
n-th turn, Qn denotes user query in the n-th turn,
K denotes product knowledge bases, V denotes
images, Rn denotes response in the n-th turn. That
is, the task is to predict the current response on the
condition of the dialogue context, a user query, im-
ages, and the related knowledge base information.

The multimodal query rewriting task aims to
produce a text that covers the textual and visual in-
formation of the original multimodal query, which
consists of two sub-tasks. The first one is to predict
whether the multimodal query can be rewritten by
a text without sacrificing critical information, and
the latter one is rewritten query generation task that
can be defined as:

(H<n, Qn,K, V,→ QR
n )

where QR
n denotes rewritten query in the n-th turn.

Multimodal dialogue discourse parsing task is
designed to convert the discourse session into a
discourse tree, which can be formalized as:

(H<n, Qn,K, V,→ T )
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where T denotes a discourse parsing tree. Note that
images in the discourse session are also regarded as
EDUs, and correspondingly, the discourse relations
between images and texts are involved.

For multimodal dialogue summarization task
aims at generating a condensed summary for a
given dialogue session, which can be defined as:

(H<n, Qn,K, V,→ S)

where S denotes a dialogue summary.

5 Experiments

In this section, we present experimental results for
each task, human evaluations, error analyses, and
case studies.

5.1 Multimodal Dialogue Response
Generation Task

We conduct experiments with retrieval-based and
generative-based models. For retrieval-based mod-
els based on textual information, we first extract
token embeddings for the dialogue context and the
current query with BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), and
then we use the averaged token embedding to rep-
resent the instance. Next, we use the k-NN algo-
rithm3 to retrieve the top 40 candidates for further
re-ranking. For retrieval-based models based on
multimodal information, beyond these 40 candi-
dates, we additionally retrieve the top 10 candi-
dates based on images. Specifically, we extract the
activations from the last pooling layer of ResNet-
18 (He et al., 2016) as the features for images,
which are used to retrieve candidate responses. For
both models, we use the TransResNet model (Shus-
ter et al., 2020) (text-only or multimodal retrieval
models correspondingly) to re-rank the candidates
and maintain the one with the highest score as the
final response.

We use GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019) as the
generative-based baseline. For text-only settings,
the dialogue context and the current query are the
input for GPT, and then a response is generated
by the decoder. For multimodal settings, beyond
textual information, we feed the visual feature ex-
tracted from the last pooling layer of ResNet-18
into GPT-2 after a dimension transformation based
on a feed-forward layer. The experiment settings,
i.e., hyper-parameters, for all the models used in

3We implement it with Faiss library at https://
github.com/facebookresearch/faiss.

the paper are set as the same as the original imple-
ments, which can be available in our open-source
project.

Automatic evaluation results for the multimodal
dialogue response generation task are shown in Ta-
ble 5. We use BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and
ROUGE-L (Lin, 2004) to evaluate the overlap be-
tween the model output and the ground-truth result.
In addition, we present distinct n-grams (Li et al.,
2016a) to evaluate the diversity of the generated
responses. From the results, we can conclude that
generative-based models are significantly better
than retrieval-based models. Multimodal models
outperform retrieval-based models, which corrob-
orates the necessity of visual information for this
task.

Models BLEU RG-L Dt-1 Dt-2

Text-only Retrieval 5.73 14.45 0.45 6.65
Multimodal Retrieval 5.99 14.71 0.46 6.89

Text-only GPT 9.62 21.40 0.23 2.86
Multimodal GPT 10.21 22.14 0.25 3.27

Table 5: Results (%) for the multimodal dialogue re-
sponse generation task. RG and Dt are short for ROUGE
and Distinct, respectively.

5.2 Multimodal Query Rewriting Task

The multimodal query rewriting task consists of
two sub-tasks. For the first one, i.e., identifying
whether the multimodal query can be rewritten by
a text without loss of important information, we
adopt models of the text-only BERT and the mul-
timodal TransResNet (Shuster et al., 2020) as the
baseline methods. The results are shown in Table 6,
where TransResNet exhibits the obvious advantage
over BERT.

Models F1 score

Text-only BERT 88.42
Multimodal TransResNet 89.64

Table 6: Classification results (%) for whether the mul-
timodal query can be rewritten.

For the latter one, rewritten query generation
task, similar to the multimodal dialogue response
generation task, we apply text-only and multimodal
GPT models. Once again, the results shown in
Table 7 verify the effectiveness of the multimodal
model.
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Models BLEU RG-L Dt-1 Dt-2

Text-only GPT 2.38 19.57 1.54 6.15
Multimodal GPT 5.45 26.45 3.19 22.86

Table 7: Results (%) for the multimodal query writing
task.

5.3 Multimodal Dialogue Discourse Parsing
Task

For this task, we apply the model of Deep Sequen-
tial (Shi and Huang, 2019) as the text-only base-
line4. For the multimodal model, similar to the dia-
logue response generation task, we extract the vi-
sual features extracted using ResNet-18, which are
then fed into the Deep Sequential model through
a feed-forward layer. Following Shi and Huang
(2019), we use micro-averaged F1 score to evalu-
ate the model performances for the link prediction
and relation classification. The results shown in Ta-
ble 8 prove that images contribute to the discourse
parsing task.

Models Link Link & Relation

Text-only Deep Sequential 77.37 57.01
Multimodal Deep Sequential 78.12 57.77

Table 8: Results (%) for the multimodal dialogue dis-
course parsing task. “Link” denotes the link prediction
and “Relation” denotes the relation classification.

5.4 Multimodal Dialogue Summarization
Task

For this task, we adopt Lead (first N characters
according to the average length of the target) and
LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004) as extractive
baselines, Pointer-Generator (See et al., 2017) and
BERTSUMABS (Liu and Lapata, 2019) as abstrac-
tive baselines. Multimodal summarization model
based on BERTSUMABS and visual feature ex-
tracted from ResNet-18 is conducted, similar to
the multimodal dialogue response generation task.
We report ROUGE-1/2/L F1 scores as in Table 9.
From the results, we can conclude that the multi-
modal model slightly outperforms text-only models.
Looking through the data we find that most of the
important information is contained in the text, and
the image plays a supplementary role.

4For text-only settings, the image EDUs are ignored.

Models RG-1 RG-2 RG-L

Lead 17.39 1.64 13.98
LexRank 25.68 10.14 21.94

Pointer-Generator 38.91 23.81 37.86
Text-only BERTSUMABS 49.71 29.97 44.64
Multimodal BERTSUMABS 50.31 29.76 44.71

Table 9: Results (%) for the multimodal dialogue sum-
marization task.

5.5 Further Analysis for Dialogue Response
Generation

In this section, we report the human evaluation,
error analysis, and case study on the dialogue re-
sponse generation task.

5.5.1 Human Evaluation
First, we report the human evaluations on the di-
alogue response generation task. We sample 500
instances from the test set and invite customer ser-
vice experts to evaluate the responses generated by
baseline models. Specifically, we evaluate the qual-
ity of response in terms of Fluency (how easy of
understand) and Relevance (whether the response
solves the problem) with a 3-point scale (3 for the
best). The human evaluation results are shown
in Table 10. Overall, all the models obtain com-
parative scores for Fluency, and GPT-based mod-
els achieve higher Relevance scores than retrieval-
based methods. Multimodal GPT outperforms tex-
tual GPT, which demonstrates that visual informa-
tion is necessary for this task. Note that the kappa
value (Fleiss, 1971) is 0.711, indicating a high con-
sistency among different evaluators.

Models Fluency Relevance

Text-only Retrieval 2.97 1.25
Multimodal Retrieval 2.93 1.28

Text-only GPT 2.90 1.75
Multimodal GPT 2.94 1.91

Table 10: Human evaluation for dialogue response gen-
eration task.

5.5.2 Error Analysis
To further understand how our model fails in some
cases, we analyze 100 unsatisfactory generated re-
sponses. We observe four main types of error.

• Response with wrong objects (25%). Some
generated responses talk about a wrong object.
For example, for a query “The motor doesn’t
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work”, the model may generate “You can clear
out the drains”.

• Response with wrong aspects (26%). Some-
times models will make mistakes in identi-
fying a correct aspect. For example, when
customers ask about “logistics”, the query is
about “logistics time”, while the response is
about “ logistics expense”.

• Over-generalization (23%). Dialogue mod-
els may resort to general solutions without
specific analysis of problems. For example,
for various of damage, the model tends to “re-
turn the product”.

• Meaningless response (26%). The remain-
ing error appear to generate meaningless text,
such as “Wait a minute.” and “How can I help
you?”.

Despite these errors, multimodal models have
shown advantages over text-only models, and we
believe that the multimodal dialogue tasks are
worth further studying.

5.5.3 Case Study
From the relevance evaluation from Table 10 , we
can conclude that there are still many challenges
to be solved in the multimodal dialogue response
generation task. We show some cases in Figure 2.

For case 1, to generate a proper response, a di-
alogue model needs to recognize the product, i.e.,
a blender, in the image and understand the cause
of product failures. For case 2, there is a color dif-
ference in the product, but it does not affect usage.
Generally, human customer service tends to com-
pensate for it with money, while the models may
be more inclined to return the product. This chal-
lenge requires the model to have more sophisticated
dialogue strategies. For case 3, for the common
question of how to adjust the power of the induc-
tion cooker, almost all the models can give correct
answers, while occasionally a few customers ask
how to set the temperature on the induction cooker,
most of the models fail to give proper responses.
For case 4, it needs to effectively model the context
to accurately express the detailed information such
as the style favored by customers in the example.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we construct a real-scenario multi-
modal multi-turn Chinese dialogue dataset named

JDDC 2.15. Along with this dataset, we present
four tasks, including the multimodal dialogue
response generation task, the multimodal query
rewriting task, the multimodal dialogue discourse
parsing task, and the multimodal dialogue summa-
rization task. For these tasks, we conduct experi-
ments with text-only and multimodal baselines and
show the necessity of visual information. However,
there are still challenges in multimodal dialogue,
such as understanding image details, effective mod-
eling context information, long-tail questions, and
refined dialogue strategy.

In the future, we plan to further explore the mul-
timodal joint modeling methods and approaches to
using product knowledge bases and image category
information, and we will provide more detailed an-
notation information on the dataset in terms of user
emotions, user semantic analysis, and so on. Fur-
thermore, considering that all the annotations are
shared with the same dialogue sessions, a promis-
ing research direction is to explore the interaction
between these tasks, e.g., to investigate whether
discourse structure across modality is helpful for
understanding the multimodal dialogue, whether
discourse information can indicate the important
utterances, an so on.

Limitations

A limitation of our work is that it is designed for
only the Chinese language, the applicability to
other languages remains to be verified. We hope
our work can trigger future work on the multilin-
gual dialogue dataset.

Second, our dataset only covers the product cat-
egories of small home appliances and fashion. Al-
though they are the categories with relatively higher
purchase frequencies, they may not reflect the real
data distribution for the whole product categories.
We will collect more data for other product cate-
gories in the future.

Third, to ensure a high quality of the dataset,
we only select dialogues of customer service staff
with gold medals, who tend to answer the questions
more accurately. There may be some biases in the
evaluation of the customer service staff, which will
influence the quality of the dataset.

Finally, we collect our dataset from the conver-
sation logs for one month. The dialogue contents
may vary slightly across different times or seasons,

5Our dataset is publicly available at https://github.
com/hrlinlp/jddc2.1
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Query:电源插起来没反应，是不是坏了。(It does not work when it is
plugged in. Is it broken?)

Response:杯子内加水。(Add water to the cup.)
Multimodal GPT:请问您是加水到刻度线之间的嘛? (Do you add water to 
the scale line?)

Query: 能调瓦数，不能调温度哦。(The wattage can be adjusted, but the 
temperature cannot be adjusted.)

Response: 您好，该款商品在火锅档只能调瓦数，不能调温度的。
(Hello, this product can only adjust the wattage but not the temperature in
the hot pot.)
Multimodal GPT: 尊敬的客户您好，请问有什么可以帮到您的呢？
(Dear customer, how can I help you?)

Query: 我买的一双42.5的，发现鞋后跟颜色不一样。(I bought a pair of shoes in size 42.5 and 
found that the heel color was different.)

Response ：您发的照片这边已看到了，非常抱歉给您造成困恼，我们也会积极为您处理的，
为了不耽误您穿着，如果您愿意留下的话，这边可以给您申请20元补偿可以么。(I have seen
the photo you sent. I'm very sorry to for that trouble. We will take care of it actively. In order not to
delay your dressing, if you want to stay, you can apply for 20 Yuan compensation here.)
Multimodal GPT:这边先看下您发的图片哈。(We will take a look at the photo you sent.)

Query: 我买男款，还是女款的? 女款的贵10块钱 ，是不是要好一点 (Should I buy men’s or
women’s versions? Women version are 10 yuan more expensive, isn’t it better)

Case 1 Case 2

Case 3 Case 4

Response: 您好，建议您选购正确款式哦。男女版型是不同的。(Hello, I suggest you choose
the correct style. Male and female versions are different)
Query:有什么不同？我看这都一样啊我男的 (What's the difference? I think it's all the same.)
Response:建议您选购男款哦！(It is recommended that you choose men’s version.)
Query:我咋觉得女款好看点呢？(But I think the women version is more attractive.)
Response: ! 您也是可以收到后试穿 按实际穿着的为准哦。(You can also try it on after
receiving it, according to what you actually wear.)
Multimodal GPT:男款女款都是可以的哦。(Both male and female versions are OK.)

Figure 2: Four typical examples in JDDC 2.1.

especially for the product category of fashion. We
are planning to extend to a longer time span.

Ethical Statement

Privacy Protection
The construction of this dataset is licensed by the
service platform and complies with the platform’s
agreement with merchants and customers that the
data can be applied to non-profit service quality
improvement research. To protect the private infor-
mation of merchants and customers in the conversa-
tion, we have desensitized the data. Product-related
information, including store names, product brands,
and model numbers, and customer-related informa-
tion, including names, addresses, phone numbers,
and order numbers, is all masked. Specifically, we
first use OCR to detect these information, and mask
the recognized regions automatically. Among total
850,524 images, 161,459 are detected and masked.
For the remaining images, we employ human an-
notators to check whether private information is in
the image. As a result, 6,979 images are detected
and masked manually. The annotation interface for
data desensitization is shown in Appendix E.

Intended Use
We expect the JDDC 2.1 dataset can advance re-
search in multimodal dialogue systems. We strictly
restrict the use of our dataset to academic research.

Furthermore, we are looking forward to defining
new tasks based on our dataset.

Labor Compensation

We employ crowdsourcing workers to complete the
multimodal query rewriting, discourse parsing, and
summarization tasks. Annotators are compensated
at a rate of 2.55 Yuan per session. The annotation
for each session takes 200 seconds on average, and
thus crowdsourcing workers are paid 45.9 Yuan per
hour, higher than the local living wage (25 Yuan
per hour).

For data desensitization manual verification,
10,000 images can be checked per day per per-
son, taking 87 man-days for all images. Masking
the 6,979 images with privacy information takes 7
man-days. Ultimately, crowdsourcing workers are
paid 60.3 Yuan per hour.
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A Further Statistics for the JDDC 2.1
Dataset

Figure 3 demonstrates statistics of dialogue turns.
The average number of dialogue turns in JDDC
2.1 is 14.06, while there is a large long-tail distri-
bution for cases where some users interact with
customer service with relatively more turns. Fig-
ure 4 shows statistics of the number of images. We
can see that, in most cases, customers only use one
or two images in conversations. Figure 5 illustrates
statistics of dialogue utterance length. Users tend
to use short sentences of about 20 characters to de-
scribe the problems they encounter, while customer
assistants sometimes prefer longer sentences.
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Figure 3: The statistics of dialogue turns.
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Figure 4: The statistics of numbers of image.
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Figure 5: The statistics of dialogue utterance length.

B Statistics for Image Category

We randomly select 5,000 dialogue sessions from
the product category of small home appliances, of
which the user questions contain 8,218 images, and
5,000 from fashion, of which the user questions
contain 8,731 images. We annotate these images
according to the sub-categories, which are also be
released as part of our dataset. The results are
shown in Figure 6. We can find that the top-3 sub-
categories for small home appliances are: 34% are
photos for purchasing consultation, 18% are photos
of products with the malfunction, and 13% are
screenshots of products. The top-3 sub-categories
for fashion are: 20% are photos of products with
damaged appearance, 19% are screenshots of after-
sales service order, and 14% are screenshots of
products. The classification results show that, for
small home appliances, the questions of users are
mostly concentrated in pre-sales consultation and
after-sales product usage. While for fashion, users
are mainly concerned about products with damaged
appearance.

C Statistics for Knowledge Base

The statistics of the knowledge base in our dataset
are shown in Table 11.

D Distribution of Discourse Relations

The distribution of three-level dialogue discourse
relations defined in our JDDC 2.1 dataset is shown
in Table 12.

E Annotation Interface

To ensure the privacy information is completely
masked, we employ human annotators to check
whether private information is in the image, and
the annotation interface is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 6: Image classification for 15 sub-categories.

Item Number Explanations
Entity 30,205 Products mentioned in the dialogue
Entity type 231 E.g., Rice cooker, air fryer, basketball shoes, jeans
Relation 759 E.g., Anti-dry function, removable basket, upper material, waist type
Triple 219,121 Detailed description of product attributes and product selling points

Table 11: The statistics for knowledge base.

1st Class 2nd Class 3rd Class Explanations Number of instances
Train Valid Test

Question&Answer

Question
Yes/No Questions with WHETHER 4,148 268 237
5W1H Questions with WHO, WHAT, WHEN, WHERE, WHY, and HOW 3,202 205 170
Choice Questions for choosing a correct answer 150 5 7

Answer
Affirmation Positive answer to a question, it can be a positive word or with further explanations 3,868 236 221
Deny Negative answer to a question, it can be a negetive word or with further explanations 856 54 47
Hold Reply to a question, but no explicit answer is given 265 4 15

Imperative
Suggestion

Recommend Recommend some products 271 13 10
Suggestion Suggestion for some actions 828 33 33
Request Request for some actions 1,730 94 94

Rely to suggestion Acceptance Accept some suggestions 1,087 54 60
Rejection Reject some suggestions 105 5 5

Promise
Promise Promise Make promise to do something 469 25 18

Rely to promise Acceptance Accept some promise 94 2 4
Rejection Reject some promise 3 0 0

Communication

Social Social Say hello, greet, introduce yourself, apologize, thank you, bye 4,349 245 242
Time Suspend Interrupt the current dialogue session 718 79 33

Expansion Correction Correct the errors in another EDU 135 5 7
Completion Provide additional information towards another EDU 204 12 18

Contact Contact Ask whether somebody is online 505 21 21
Confirm Confirm somebody is online 238 11 12

Feedback Feedback Interjection for response, e.g., “Mm-hmm”, “well” 2,695 130 147

Contingency Contingency

Elaboration Futher explain the details in another EDU 6,751 315 378
Summary Summarize the key points in another EDU 53 1 0
Restatement Say something again about another EDU 1,166 87 86
Background Introduce the background for another EDU 1,516 64 73
Evaluation Evaluation and feeling towards another EDU 799 26 33
Proof Proof for another EDU 51 5 1
Cause Cause or result for another EDU 473 32 32
Condition Condition of another EDU 13 1 1
Concession Contrast, opposition, concession for another EDU 1,082 62 62
Solution Solutions to phenomena or faults in another EDU 319 8 17
Purpose Purpose or motivation of another EDU 52 3 3
Coordinate On a par with another EDU 669 64 53

Total 38,864 2,169 2,140

Table 12: The distribution of three-level dialogue discourse relations in JDDC 2.1.
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Figure 7: Annotation interface for data desensitization.
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